
Father's Letter of Sacrifice: Survival and
Enduring Love

The Father's Love That Endured

In a world where love is often overshadowed by ambition and materialism, the
stories of sacrifices made by fathers are a reminder of the enduring power of
love. Some stories of sacrifice are well-documented, while others remain untold,
hidden away in the corners of memories. Today, let's explore the poignant tale of
one such father whose letter of sacrifice continues to inspire generations.

The Perils of Survival

It was the year 1942, and the world was engulfed in the chaos of World War II.
Families were torn apart, and fathers were forced to leave their homes to protect
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their loved ones. This is the story of John Williams, a man driven by love and
duty.
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John's heart ached as he kissed his wife and young daughter goodbye, not
knowing when or if he would return. He was heading off to fight the enemy on a
foreign land, leaving behind a world that was slowly falling apart. But little did he
know that his love would be tested in ways he could never have imagined.

A Touching Letter

Months turned into years, and John's family eagerly awaited his return. In his
absence, his wife received letters from him, each filled with longing and hope.
However, it was one particular letter that would change their lives forever - a letter
that showcased the depths of a father's sacrifice.

In this heartfelt letter, John detailed his experiences on the battlefield and how his
love for his family kept him going. He wrote about the struggles, the loss of
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comrades, and the pain that consumed him. However, amidst the darkness, he
made a decision that would define his legacy.

The Ultimate Sacrifice

John's letter revealed his decision to abandon his own chance of survival in order
to save a group of stranded soldiers. He described the fierce battle and the
sacrifices made by those around him. Knowing that death was imminent, he
selflessly chose to stay behind and hold off the enemy, allowing his comrades to
escape to safety.

The sacrifice was not only physical but also emotional. As he penned those
words, John knew he might never see his family again. His love for them pushed
him to make a choice that no one should ever have to make.

The Legacy and Enduring Love

The news of John's sacrifice eventually reached his family, shattering their hearts.
His wife, who had held onto hope for years, had to face the reality of a life without
her beloved husband. The young daughter, who had grown up longing for her
father's return, now had to navigate the world with a void that could never be
filled.

Years passed, and John's sacrifice became a symbol of love and selflessness.
His daughter, now a grandmother herself, cherishes the letter that serves as a
testament to her father's sacrifice. It is a reminder of the enduring power of love
and the lengths one is willing to go for the sake of their family.

The Lessons We Learn

This touching story of sacrifice teaches us the importance of cherishing our loved
ones and never taking their presence for granted. It reminds us that true love



knows no bounds and can triumph over the darkest of circumstances.

Today, as we honor the countless fathers who have made sacrifices for their
families, let us remember that their love is what binds us together. It is the fuel
that keeps us going, even in the face of adversity.

In

The letter of sacrifice written by John Williams remains a testament to the
enduring love of fathers. It serves as a reminder that love can overcome any
obstacle, and that the sacrifices made by fathers should never be forgotten. Let
us carry this story in our hearts and strive to pass on the lessons of selflessness
and enduring love to future generations.
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Stephen Lee's grandchildren knew him as a humble grocer. Beneath his humble
exterior, however, lay one of the most extraordinary stories of the twentieth
century.
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Lee was born in Canton, China in 1902. As a teenager he was sent to live with
relatives in San Francisco. He attended college at Iowa State and later
transferred to UC Berkeley where he was one of the first Chinese-Americans to
receive a degree. The widespread racism of the time prevented Lee from landing
a job in his chosen field of finance, so he burned his papers and returned home to
China.
 
With the clouds of war gathering, Lee, an anti-communist, found work in the
accounting and logistics office of the Cantonese Air Force where he quickly rose
to Colonel and comptroller. In 1929, after securing his position, he married a local
beauty named Belle and in 1930, his first child, Amy, was born.
 
When the Japanese pushed south from Manchuria in 1936, the Cantonese Air
Force was merged with that of Chiang Kai-shek's and Lee was forced to flee with
his wife and four children to Hong Kong. There Lee took a job with the Canton
Trust Company. On the eve of the bombings at Pearl Harbor, the board of the
Canton Trust made the fateful decision to send Lee to Kwelin to set up a new
office. After Hong Kong fell to the Japanese, Belle and the children were force to
flee on foot to Kwelin, which became a three hundred mile, six-week ordeal of
hunger and hardship.
 
In 1943, Kwelin was evacuated and the Lees were once again on the move.
Forced to play the part of refugees, the Lees moved up river, eventually landing in
the small village of Foo-Luke outside of Chungking. There Stephen was invited to
teach accounting at the local university. But tragedy soon struck again when a
sudden flood nearly washed the family down the Yangtze River.
 
After the war, the Lees returned to Canton where they found that their home had



been converted into an auto repair shop by the Japanese. Undaunted, Belle set
about rebuilding it while Stephen helped return the city to civilian rule. By 1948,
however, the Communists were bearing down on Canton and Lees were
compelled to relocate again.
 
In 1955, the Lees fled for a final time--to America. Back in San Francisco, Lee
found that attitudes towards Chinese immigrants had not changed much since he
first left there 30 years before.
 
Canton Elegy is a love story, an adventure, and an intimate portrait of one family's
struggle to survive. Stephen Jin-Nom Lee, his beautiful wife, Belle, and their four
young children, braved famine, flood, corruption, and the devastation of war, on
their journey to America.
 
Written so that his grandchildren might one day understand the quiet man who
ran the local grocery store, Canton Elegy has all the action of a Hollywood
blockbuster. From the 300-mile journey Belle and the children take on foot, to the
night when Stephen stands at his window watching Canton burn, Canton Elegy
describes events with an artist's sensibility and a poet's heart.
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